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“A Brave Man’s Child”:
Theodore Parker and the Memory of the American Revolution
By
Paul E. Teed
On July 30, 1845, the Rev. Theodore Parker of West Roxbury,
Massachusetts walked fifteen miles to visit his boyhood home at
Lexington. Having grown up only a short distance from the place where
the “shot heard round the world” was fired, Parker had been raised on
stories of his grandfather’s heroism on April 19, 1775. Although Captain
John Parker, commander of the Lexington minutemen on that fateful day,
had died more than thirty years before his grandson’s birth, the deeds of
the “old Captain” had remained a central part of Lexington’s communal
past and the central events in Parker family history. By 1845, however,
Theodore Parker was becoming fearful that the memories of men like his
grandfather were fading from his region’s consciousness and culture. He
therefore took pains to revisit the battle monument on the southwest side
of the town green with Jonathan Harrington, an 87 year old relative who
was the only remaining member of the “company” that had encountered
the British soldiers. Writing furiously as the old farmer struggled to
recall the Captains actions, Parker received a deeply satisfying account
of his ancestors courage and leadership in the face of deadly force.
“Some offered to run,” Harrington remembered, “But Captain P. drew
his sword and said he would run through any man who offered to run
away.”1
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Theodore Parker’s 1845 pilgrimage to Lexington was a defining
moment in the career of one of New England’s most influential
antislavery activists. Occurring as it did in the very midst of the national
crisis over Texas annexation, Parker’s mystical connection with the
memory of his illustrious revolutionary ancestor emerged as the bedrock
of his identity as an abolitionist. Over the next fifteen years, Parker’s
militant resistance to what he believed was an aggressive southern “slave
power” intent upon colonizing the rest of the nation was built firmly
upon the symbol of revolutionary manhood that his grandfather
represented. Using his vast knowledge of Massachusetts revolutionary
history as framework for understanding and organizing resistance to the
Fugitive Slave Act of 1850, Parker consciously constructed other roles
for himself that explicitly drew upon the experience of John Adams, John
Hancock and other Bay State revolutionaries. While studies of the
antislavery movement have often pointed out the ways in which radical
abolitionists refashioned aspects of Revolutionary-era republicanism in
their arguments for immediate emancipation, this article will show that
Theodore Parker’s abolitionism was distinctive in its more direct and
dynamic uses of revolutionary memory in fashioning an individual
activist identity. For Parker, the Revolution had bequeathed not only its
libertarian political ideology, but also radical and highly confrontational
models of personal conduct that were otherwise hard to come by in the
“un-Revolutionary” culture of antebellum New England. While other
abolitionists frequently claimed the revolutionary tradition for their
cause, Parker’s antislavery vision also rested upon a deep sense of filial
obligation to the revolutionaries themselves.2
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Since his own activist identity was constructed upon images of a
radical past, Parker’s abolitionist leadership also involved a conscious
attempt to radicalize New England’s culture through a revision of the
region’s collective memory of the American Revolution. Enormously
sensitive to the rituals and symbols through which imagined traditions
are transmitted, Parker’s public speeches during the 1850s skillfully
combined rhetoric and performance in reminding his fellow New
Englanders that independence and liberty had been secured by a radical
people willing to defy established authority in the name of principle. He
was keenly aware that as New England’s revolutionary generation passed
from the scene, its children and grandchildren were left to remember and
interpret the struggle for independence through commemorative oratory,
monument building, and the writing of history. New England’s memory,
and therefore its very identity, had become the product of those who
commanded public spaces and the rites of commemoration which
occurred there. While the Massachusetts conservative elite had long
claimed special authority to interpret the meaning of the region’s past in
such spaces, Theodore Parker used alternate public venues to revise the
meaning of revolutionary war monuments and iconography. The success
of Parker’s leadership points to the centrality of revolutionary memory in
the public discourse of antebellum New England, and to the fiercely
contested nature of that memory as abolitionists struggled with
conservatives to define regional tradition and identity.3
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Theodore Parker’s acute facility with memorial rhetoric and
performance derived in part from early experience. Having grown up in
Lexington, Massachusetts in the early nineteenth century, his
apprenticeship in the political uses of revolutionary memory could not
have been served in a more conducive location. Beginning in the
mid-1790s, Lexington’s community leaders had struggled mightily to
win national recognition for their town as the birthplace of the American
Revolution. With only a small population and limited economic
prospects following independence, Lexington competed with more
prosperous neighboring towns like Concord only in its claims to
historical distinction. Correspondingly, in 1797, the town petitioned the
Massachusetts State legislature for two hundred dollars to construct a
granite monument on Lexington green to honor the eight men killed by
British troops in the famous battle. While monetary support for the
building of the monument was certainly an important consideration for a
relatively poor community like Lexington, the state government’s
support of the petition also offered official recognition of the town’s
importance. The monument ultimately cost double the initial outlay, but
the inscription on the stone obelisk completed in 1799 left no doubt as to
the extraordinary significance of the battle and of the town where it had
been fought. “Sacred to Liberty & the Rights of mankind!!! The
Freedom & Independence of America, Sealed and defended with the
blood of her sons . . . The Blood of these Martyrs, in the cause of God &
their country, Was the Cement of the Union of these States . . .” For the
next half century, moreover, the battle monument became the site of
yearly April 19th and Fourth of July celebrations in which orators
reminded the people of Lexington that “one of the most important events
in the history of the world” had occurred in their town.4
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During Theodore Parker’s youth in the 1820s, the celebrations at the
battle monument consistently linked Parker family memory with that of
the larger town and national communities. As the grandson of the
legendary militia commander, Parker heard the sacrifices of his ancestor
celebrated by famous men in the most eloquent terms. Fourteen years
old in 1824, Parker walked with his family to the celebrations on
Lexington green where none other than the Marquis de Lafayette himself
linked the noble sacrifices of the Parkers to the birth of the American
nation. Only a few months later at the town’s Fourth of July festivities,
the Rev. Caleb Stetson of Boston asserted that “the little band that stood
in fearless array with the gallant Parker” had produced the spirit of
liberty “in which the Declaration of Independence was written.” In
Theodore Parker’s case, memorial orations and other official occasions
of memory construction were complemented by more informal
conversations with survivors of the battle. Fourteen of the original
participants remained during the 1820s, and Parker spoke with them
frequently at family gatherings and other social events. “Theodore and I
used to go Sunday… and hear the old revolutionary soldiers tell stories
about the war,” one relative remembered. While the substance of these
early conversations was never recorded, Parker’s 1845 discussion with
Jonathan Harrington suggests that the official renderings of the battle and
the more spontaneous tales told in local taverns differed only in the more
personal nature of the latter. Orators tended to celebrate the larger
political significance of both the battle and the town, whereas veterans
usually offered more earthy tales of individual courage. Having heard
their own story retold over and over again by highly skilled practitioners
of public oratory, the memory of the town’s aged veterans was itself
partly a product of post-revolutionary culture.5
The special fervor with which the Revolution was celebrated and
remembered in Lexington during Theodore Parker’s youth also reflects
two other related factors. First, as historians Michael Kammen and
Alfred Young have suggested, the 1820s represents a pivotal point in the
larger national memory of the events surrounding independence. As the
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revolutionary generation passed from the scene, many Americans came
to believe that the permanence of that generation’s republican
achievements rested upon the preservation and understanding of its
experience by succeeding generations. The survival of the nation’s
republican institutions depended upon its ability to remember and
emulate the republican sacrifices of the founders. One Lexington orator
eloquently expressed these hopes in 1814 by predicting that “long after
that [monument] shall have crumbled to dust . . . the hearts of a grateful
people shall engrave the deed and transmit the glorious record to
remotest ages.” The frenzied pace with which monuments were
constructed in New England and the nearly incessant public celebrations
of the region’s revolutionary past reflect an anxious quest to create a
national mythology that would sustain essential republican values such
as virtue and sacrifice. In his youth, therefore, Theodore Parker learned
that preserving history and celebrating historical memory (particularly
revolutionary memory) were deeply political acts upon which the present
and future of his national community depended.6
A second and more immediate consideration in Lexington, however,
was the serious challenge leveled against the town’s historic claims by
the citizens of neighboring Concord. In 1824, Concord’s leading citizens
published a series of pamphlets contending that the first shots of the
American Revolution were actually fired at their town’s North Bridge,
and that “no forcible resistance” to British forces had been offered at
Lexington. Outraged by these claims, Lexington’s town meeting
appointed a special committee to refute them. The result was
extraordinary. The fourteen remaining survivors of the battle were
interviewed by members of the committee, and signed affidavits
testifying to the events of the day. All of them confirmed that while
Captain Parker had not ordered the company to fire on the advancing
British troops, shots were indeed fired by members of the retreating
militia before leaving the field. A highly dramatic account of the battle
that made use of these accounts was then published by Elias Phinney, the
town’s historian. In Phinney’s account, the panicked exchanges of fire
that had occurred during the chaotic retreat of the Lexington militia on
6
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April 19th, 1775, were transformed into a fierce and heroic defense of
liberty. For reasons that went well beyond their search for historical
truth, therefore, Theodore Parker’s community bequeathed an
understanding of the battle of Lexington that was permeated with both
political and personal significance.7
While Parker’s boyhood experiences in Lexington clearly shaped
his peculiar sensitivity to revolutionary tradition, his adult use of
revolutionary memory in forging an abolitionist identity adds a striking
new dimension to the vast literature on antislavery motivation. Over the
last several decades, students of abolitionism have struggled to identify
the social and psychological forces that compelled a small minority of
antebellum Americans to join the radical crusade for the immediate
abolition of slavery. While nearly all scholars acknowledge the
importance of the evangelical revivals of the 1820s in generating morally
committed converts anxious to eradicate both individual and collective
sin, the fact that relatively few evangelicals joined the antislavery
movement has necessitated a more detailed investigation of the
antislavery impulse.
In their attempts to pinpoint the common
experiences of those revival converts who did devote their lives to the
destruction of slavery, scholars have explored an array of possibilities.
Historian Paul Goodman, for example, has argued that participation in
the New York and Ohio manual labor movements led some evangelicals
to attack an institution that undermined respect for virtuous physical toil.
In the manual labor movement, Goodman locates “a distinctive strain of
evangelical sensibility” that reviled slavery as “the starkest example of
the way market calculation demeaned humanity.” While this argument
makes positive contributions to the larger debate over the relationship
between the antislavery movement and the rise of capitalism, Goodman
acknowledges that it fails to explain the commitment of abolitionists in
areas where manual labor sentiment was less developed. Other works
have explained abolitionist commitment as a solution to the intense
vocational and identity crises experienced by young evangelicals whose
desire for lives of high moral purpose seemed incompatible with
available occupational options. Examining John Greenleaf Whittier’s
1833 conversion to immediatism, Charles Jarvis has suggested that the
7
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Quaker poet’s embrace of abolitionism resolved a deep adolescent
ambivalence over the meaning and direction of his life. Jarvis writes that
“Whittier’s experience does not seem to be unique for a young man in
early nineteenth-century New England in general, particularly those who
became abolitionists…”8
In explaining Theodore Parker’s decision to take up the cause of the
slave, however, these explanations seem inadequate. A religious liberal
rather than an evangelical Protestant, Parker flatly rejected the
neo-Calvinist theology from which historians often trace the emergence
of immediate abolition in the United States. While biographies of
countless abolitionists include conversion experiences that resulted in a
heightened consciousness of sin, Parker’s Unitarian background instead
stressed reason, moderation and gradualism in the development of
individual religious sentiment. Indeed, Parker was a sharp liberal critic
of evangelicalism who frequently mocked the language of sin and
redemption that pervaded evangelical culture. “I think the thing which
ministers mean by ngsin-n-n-n,” he once joked to a colleague, “has no
more existence than phlogiston, which was once adopted to explain
combustion.” While Whittier and other male activists gravitated to the
movement as a rite of passage to manhood or as a solution to the
vocational crises of their young adult years, moreover, Parker was an
8
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ordained Unitarian minister in his mid-thirties when he joined the
crusade. During the movement’s early period of growth in the 1830s and
early 40s, he remained consciously aloof from abolitionism while
concentrating on his theological and pastoral duties in West Roxbury.
Even as late as 1842, he could not generate the same commitment for the
rights of the fugitive slave George Latimer that had sustained his prolific
theological writing. “Perhaps you feel a stronger interest than I do in the
welfare of Latimer, and of the slaves generally,” he admitted to an
abolitionist friend. “I will not boast of my zeal.”9
Yet problems of identity and vocation, when combined with
Parker’s powerful connection to memories of the revolutionary past, did
play a role in his emergent antislavery consciousness. While initially
secure as the pastor of the small but wealthy Congregational church in
West Roxbury where he was ordained in 1837, Parker became a
lightning rod in the bitter, protracted theological disputes that raged
among the Unitarian clergy of eastern Massachusetts during the early
1840s. A disciple of German theology and biblical criticism and a
devoted supporter of Ralph Waldo Emerson’s transcendental philosophy,
Parker had emerged as the leader of a small group of liberal clergymen
who overtly denied both the divinity of Christ and the authenticity of
New Testament miracles. Attempting to establish his credentials as a
biblical scholar in the early 1840s, he pushed his mental and physical
stamina to the breaking point in publishing a staggering number of
highly controversial books and sermons. By the middle of the decade,
however, this scholarship had not only been condemned by the Unitarian
and popular press as wrongheaded and dangerously radical, but he had
also been professionally and socially isolated. Shunned at official
9
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gatherings of the Boston area clergy and denied even the most basic
professional courtesies, Parker began to despair of achieving his
vocational ambitions and even thought of himself as “the most hated man
in America.” Not surprisingly, his journal entries during this period
indicate real emotional distress and disorientation about the direction of
his life. “I am certain that my life is not worthy of true ideas,” he wrote
only month after visiting the battle monument at Lexington in 1845. “I
am ashamed of it - but it is so.”10
As his own dreams of theological distinction slipped away in the
rancor of controversy, Parker’s attention and concern shifted more and
more to the future of the nation. While the Latimer protests had failed to
spark his imagination three years earlier, the sectional antislavery politics
surrounding the annexation of Texas in 1845 had a much more powerful
impact. Attending the annual Forefather’s Day celebrations in Plymouth
on December 22, 1845, he was appalled that the day’s orators did not
remind New Englanders of their historic duties to protect liberty. “I hate
to judge men by one thing,” he wrote in his journal, “but in all the day
there was but one allusion . . . to slavery.” Deeply fearful that “the spirit
of the Pilgrims rests no longer in the sons,” Parker looked for ways to
prove his loyalty to both family and sectional tradition. In opposing the
despotic designs of what he now saw as an expansive “slave power,” he
found emotionally satisfying opportunities for courageous action that
resonated with the memories of revolutionary heroism. Just a year after
his personal crisis of confidence, he joined abolitionists at Faneuil Hall,
itself a monument to Boston’s revolutionary resistance, in denouncing
what he believed was as pro-slavery war against Mexico. When recently
enlisted volunteers inside the hall flashed their bayonets at him and
shouted “Kill him! Kill him!,” Parker dramatically reminded them that
“our fathers hated a standing army,” and theatrically declared his
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intention to “walk home unarmed and unattended.” The “old Captain” of
Lexington, it seemed, had returned.11
As he emerged as a leader in the Massachusetts abolitionist
movement over the next several years, Parker’s transformed identity as a
brave son of the American Revolution defined his distinctive approach to
the movement. Although sympathy for the slave played an important
role in his antislavery rhetoric, his most powerful antislavery addresses
described opposition to the “slave power” as a binding filial obligation to
defend the “old Bay State” against a new kind of foreign domination.
“Have we lost the breed of noble men?” Parker asked in an 1848 sermon
that lamented Boston’s failure to oppose the Mexican War. Fearing that
New England’s commercial ties to the South would swamp its ties to the
past, Parker reminded his readers that “there was not enough money in
all England to make . . . Hancock and Adams false to their sense of
right.” After moving to Boston in 1846 to take over an independent
congregation that included social reformers and fugitive slaves, Parker
decorated his new home in the Back Bay with revolutionary war icons
that symbolized his sense of loyalty to Massachusetts’ past and his
willingness to act -- violently if necessary -- upon its memory. Visitors
who knew of him only as a scholar were sometimes surprised by these
images of martial force. A young Harvard Divinity School student who
arrived on a mission for fugitive slaves in 1853 was stunned to be
“received in his library, where he sat beneath his grandfather’s old
musket fixed to the wall.” Parker was always willing to explain the
significance of these symbols to anyone who asked -- and even those
who did not. “There hangs in my study . . . the gun my grandfather
fought with at the battle of Lexington…and also the musket he captured
from a British soldier on that day,” he informed President Millard
Fillmore in a letter protesting the Fugitive Slave Act. “If I would not
peril my property, my liberty, nay my life to keep my parishioners out of
slavery, then I should throw away these trophies, and should think I was
the son of some coward and not a brave man’s child.”12
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One of the most striking consequences of Parker’s distinctive
abolitionist identity was the opportunities it offered to transcend or
mediate the ideological polarization that periodically vitiated the
activities of the Massachusetts antislavery movement. In part, this was a
function of his rather late arrival in the movement. Having never
advocated non-resistant Christian anarchism or disunion as did many
Garrisonian abolitionists, Parker was able to work comfortably with
antislavery politicians like Charles Sumner and Horace Mann who
adamantly rejected such views. At the same time, his radical theology
and public confrontations with Boston’s Brahmin elite endeared him to
radical abolitionists who shared many of his religious views and personal
experiences. But whatever their differences over the Constitution and
the Union, both radicals and antislavery politicians claimed loyalty to the
same American revolutionary tradition that motivated Parker’s activism
and dominated his rhetoric. Despite their firm pacifist principles, for
example, the Garrisonian Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society frequently
linked Bay State revolutionary memory with the contemporary struggle
against human bondage.
“Massachusetts was the first in the
revolutionary struggle for liberty and independence,” they reminded
fellow citizens in 1840. “She will not, she cannot prove recreant . . . in
this second great struggle to establish the rights of man.” Similarly, Free
Soil politicians like Charles Sumner conceived of antislavery politics as a
redemptive force that would ultimately restore Massachusetts to its
former glory. “The spirit of Freedom is spreading in Massachusetts now
as in the days of the earlier Revolution,” Sumner wrote excitedly in
1848. “It promises to sweep the whole state.” Both abolitionists and
antislavery politicians interpreted public opposition to slavery and the
south as evidence of their regions fidelity to principles of 1776.13
Parker successfully drew upon this common well of memory to
establish an enclave of antislavery unity during Boston’s repeated crises
over fugitive slave renditions in the 1850s. As the co-founder and leader
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of the Boston Committee of Safety and Vigilance, he presided over an
organization that brought radical abolitionists, antislavery politicians, as
well as the city’s black leaders together in mobilizing resistance to the
hated Fugitive Slave Act. Parker’s public speeches to the group
consistently avoided troublesome ideological issues and instead centered
on the familial and regional memories of revolutionary heroism that
lacked divisive content. “Let us swear by the glory of our fathers that we
will hate slavery,” he exhorted the committee in 1852. “Come up hither
and renew the annual oath, till not a kidnapper is left lurking in the land.”
Since the Vigilance Committee bore a striking resemblance to Boston’s
revolutionary Committee of Correspondence, moreover, Parker pored
over published works on the city’s revolutionary history for
organizational models and sources of personal inspiration. Only a few
hours after a dramatic confrontation with two southern agents searching
for fugitive slaves William and Ellen Craft, Parker was back in his study
excitedly turning the pages of John Adams’s diary and reflecting on the
parallels between Adams’s heroic sacrifices and his own. “[H]e could
not be driven from the right by violence, by intimidation, by fear of
poverty and disgrace,” Parker wrote with an obvious sense of personal
importance and satisfaction. “I make no doubt I shall have to go to gaol
this winter.”14
While models and images of a glorious revolutionary past inspired
the antislavery ranks to resist the Fugitive Slave Act, they also offered a
convenient means of excoriating those elite Bostonians who supported
the law. Indeed, Parker found the conservative social and political
leaders of Boston in 1850 eerily similar to the wealthy opponents of
American liberty described in Adams’s diary. The loyalist merchants
and “Reverend Tories” of the colonial city had present analogues in the
Cotton Whigs and “south-side” clergymen who called for the
enforcement of the Fugitive Slave Act as a patriotic duty. “How much
the old times were like the present times!” he confided to his journal.
14
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“Most of the men of property were on the side of tyranny.” These
historical allusions were also appealing to other antislavery activists who
sought to legitimate and control Boston’s resistance to the enforcement
of federal law. While Daniel Webster and other conservative regional
leaders condemned the actions of the Vigilance Committee as
lawlessness, the groups members found justification in the historic
actions of regional heroes. Deeply struck by Parker’s comparisons
between the Fugitive Slave Act crisis and the Stamp Act agitation,
Wendell Phillips reminded the Vigilance Committee that city’s
revolutionaries had not underestimated the baleful influence of the city’s
wealthy and conservative elite. Had the Boston Whigs “mistaken 1765
for 1776,” he warned, “[they] would have ended up on the scaffold
instead of the Declaration of Independence.” Furthermore, in casting
themselves as latter-day revolutionaries and their conservative opponents
as avaricious modern Tories, activists like Parker and Phillips also
limned the South as a new colonizing power whose rigid insistence on
the return of fugitives recalled arrogant British demands for New
England’s tame submission to unjust laws. Ultimately working its way
off the pages of Parker’s journal and into the air of Boston’s public
discourse, such rhetoric proved highly provocative. Attempting to rally a
Faneuil Hall crowd during the Anthony Burns crisis in May 1854, Parker
provoked violent action when he addressed the excited crowd as “fellow
subjects of Virginia!”15
While revolutionary memory cut through some of the issues that
divided the white antislavery community in Massachusetts, Parker
consistently used it as a signifier in interpreting black resistance to the
Fugitive Slave Act as well. For instance, when Robert Morris, Louis
Hayden and other black abolitionists in the city succeeded in the
dramatic rescue of Shadrach Minkins from Boston’s Federal Court,
Parker applauded it as “the most noble deed done in Boston since the
destruction of the tea in 1773.” Working closely with the black
community for several years, moreover, Parker had met the children and
grandchildren of black revolutionary war veterans and was sensitive to
15
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the ways in which their place in Massachusetts revolutionary memory
had been marginalized. He remembered engravings of the Battle of
Bunker Hill in his youth that had shown the black soldier Peter Salem in
the act of shooting Major Pitcairn, but noted with disgust that current
reproductions on banknotes put “a white man . . . in his place.”
Complaining that recent oratory on the battle made “no mention of
Peter,” Parker sent George Bancroft a long letter detailing the heroism of
African-Americans at Bunker Hill and recommending the pioneering
work of the black historian William Nell. Parker saw attempts to erase
the memory of black participation in the revolution as a threat to New
Englanders, both black and white, who based their challenge to
illegitimate authority on the radical traditions of their ancestors. “The
American Republic is the child of `Rebellion; the national lullaby was
“Treason,” he insisted to abolitionist Samuel J. May. “Is America not
proud of her rejection of the Stamp Act, and her treatment of the Stamp
Commissioners?”16
Parker’s fear that the radicalism of the American Revolution was
being systematically erased from New England’s public memory was
well founded. Since the 1820s, Massachusetts orators like Rufus Choate
and Edward Everett had made use of commemorative occasions to shape
a conservative public understanding of their region’s revolutionary past.
At Fourth of July and Forefather’s Day celebrations, such men had
consciously downplayed the role of popular resistance in the events
leading to Independence and insisted that the people had acted in orderly
deference to New England’s “natural leaders.” In the words of historian
Harlow Sheidley, they described “a conservative Revolution, undertaken
to preserve law and order and not in defiance of established authority or
existing social relationships.” This interpretation of the past, of course,
was loaded with contemporary political meaning. In his 1835 oration
16
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commemorating the sixtieth anniversary of the battle of Lexington,
Edward Everett only briefly mentioned the role of Captain John Parker
and instead dwelt upon the role of Boston leaders like Paul Revere and
John Hancock. He also used the occasion to warn those whose
overzealous sympathy for the slave threatened the stability of a Union
created in part though the blood of Bay State martyrs. “Should the time
come when the [Star Spangled Banner] be rent in twain, may
Massachusetts be the last by whom that cause is deserted.” Using history
as an ally in preserving traditional authority and political deference,
Everett and other educated spokesmen for the Massachusetts elite
vehemently denied any legitimate connection between their “orderly”
Revolution and radical social movements like abolitionism. Parker and
other activists who sought to mobilize resistance to Federal law in the
fugitive slave crises faced a conservative historical tradition that equated
revolutionary memory with national authority.17
Having established an activist identity based upon memory of the
Revolution, moreover, Parker was perhaps more sensitive than other
abolitionists to the power that conservatives like Edward Everett wielded
over New England’s revolutionary symbols.
Consequently, his
antislavery rhetoric during the 1850s is also distinctive in its explicit
references to Boston’s commemorative traditions and its provocative use
of monuments and historic landmarks. In ways that both mimicked and
inverted conservative memorial performances, Parker’s speeches against
the enforcement of the Fugitive Slave Act warned Boston audiences that
subservience to the South would literally profane the sacred relics and
memories of revolutionary heroism that surrounded them. At stake, he
argued, was New England’s fidelity to those who had struggled to make
liberty possible and therefore its historic regional identity. “This is holy
ground we stand upon,” he declared in 1852, “where New England men .
. . first offered the conscious sacrament of their blood.”18
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Like other activists, Parker called for resistance to Federal authority
in the name of the “Higher Law,” but his appeal to Bostonians also rested
upon an imaginative link between historic principle and specific physical
spaces on the urban landscape. “Suppose the weary fugitive takes refuge
in Faneuil Hall,” Parker asked his audience to imagine in 1850, “and
here, in the Cradle of Liberty, . . . under the watchful eye of Samuel
Adams, the bloodhounds seize their prey.” Since Faneuil Hall was the
preferred public venue in which both abolitionists and conservatives vied
for the allegiance of Boston’s citizens, Parker sought to recapture the
symbolic meaning of both the building and the portraits of revolutionary
leaders that hung on its walls. Describing the 1850 Faneuil Hall meeting
where Daniel Webster was applauded for supporting the Fugitive Slave
Act, Parker dramatically charged those present with a treasonous
disregard for revolutionary ancestors whose portraits adorned the very
walls of the building. Boston had declared its support for tyranny “in
front of the pictures of Samuel Adams, and John Hancock, under the
eyes of George Washington, -- in the hall that once rocked to the
patriotism of James Otis.” While the people of revolutionary Boston had
once expressed their righteous indignation at the Stamp Act at Faneuil
Hall, “hunkers” and “political doctors” now debased that memory in
service to an aggressive Slave Power.19
Faneuil Hall, however, was far from the only revolutionary space in
Parker’s repertoire. Since the victims of the Fugitive Slave Act were
African-Americans, he also found the site of Crispus Attucks’ death in
the Boston Massacre a powerful symbol of black resistance and sacrifice.
Always aware of his location on the city’s historical map, Parker had
noted that fugitive slaves Thomas Sims and Anthony Burns had been
forced to walk over the spot where Attucks had fallen as they made their
way to the ships that would carry them back to slavery. The state
legislature had already rejected petitions from the black community to
19
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honor Attucks with a physical monument, but Parker used an 1852
speech on the anniversary of Sims’s rendition to forge a powerful
imaginary link between these two black martyrs to liberty. “They took
[Sims] over the spot where, eighty-one years before, the ground had
drunk the African blood of Crispus Attucks, shed by white men on the
fifth of March,” he remembered; “brother’s blood which did not cry in
vain.” Conservative guardians of Boston’s past could prevent the
erection of a monument to Crispus Attucks, but they could not stop
Parker from linking the iconography of the Revolution with recent
material artifacts from the Fugitive Slave crises. Holding up the tattered
jacket worn by Sims on the day of his capture, he dramatically pointed to
its torn sleeves as evidence of Sims’ physical struggle for liberty. Like
the “powder horns, shoe buckles, a firelock, and other things from April
1775,” he insisted, Sims’ coat represented “a trophy from April 19th
1851.”20
In using Faneuil Hall and the Boston Massacre as symbols of
spontaneous popular outrage at the tyranny of an illegitimate
government, Parker offered a serious challenge to conservative visions of
an orderly and deferential revolution. At the same time, he equated
popular opposition to the Fugitive Slave Act with New England’s overall
loyalty to a more radical understanding of the revolutionary tradition. At
a time when Massachusetts was divided on the question of fugitive
slaves, Parker used his highly visible pulpit at the Boston Music Hall and
his appearances at Faneuil Hall to cast opponents of the law as true
sectional patriots.
If conservatives called for popular obedience to national authority in
memory of the revolutionary generation’s commitment to republican
institutions, Parker called for crowd action in memory of the region’s
unwillingness to submit to British injustice. The multitudes that
denounced fugitive slave commissioner E.G. Loring in 1854, he insisted,
were the “true sons” of the men who “on the 17th of December, 1765,
20
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induced [Stamp] Commissioner Oliver to swear solemnly . . .that he
would not collect another stamp.” In an electrifying speech that led his
Faneuil Hall audience to attack the Boston Court House in a failed
attempt to rescue Anthony Burns, Parker implied that the very survival of
New England’s identity depended upon the memory of radical action.
“Once this was Boston; now it is a suburb of Alexandria,” he charged.
“Once, you and I had brave fathers . . . you know what they did with the
tea.”21
While the effectiveness of rhetorical style is always difficult to
prove, there is evidence that Parker was successful in using revolutionary
memory to frame and motivate the popular resistance movement in
Boston. Black abolitionist Charlotte Forten, who often attended Parker’s
sermons at the Music Hall, found his language very useful in expressing
her disgust at the rendition of Anthony Burns. “This [happened] on the
very soil where the Revolution of 1776 began,” she lamented, “ in sight
of the battle-field, w[h]ere thousands of brave men fought and died
opposing British tyranny…” The symbolic contrast that Parker had
drawn between Boston’s heroic landmarks and its current subservience
to the slave power also appealed to Martha Russel, a Connecticut-based
writer and antislavery activist who happened to be in Boston during the
Burns affair. After watching the procession in which U. S. marines and
the Boston police escorted the convicted fugitive to his ship, she
concluded that the historic landscape had been desecrated. “I had only to
look around me from the spot where I stood to read the eloquent history
of Massachusetts,” she told her sister. “On the east rose the majestic
spire of the Bunker Hill Monument,…and scarcely at a distance of an
arrows flight the cupola of Faneuil Hall…In the face of all this the deed
was done.” Both Forten and Russel shared Parker’s view that resistance
to law and established authority, not obedience to it, truly honored the
memory of Massachusetts’ past.22
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While Parker’s construction of a more radical vision of New
England’s revolutionary memory worked most effectively in the Fugitive
Slave Act crises, it also became a determining factor in his later support
for John Brown’s violent, antislavery revolution. As he had connected
resistant fugitives and antislavery crowds with New England’s
revolutionary spaces and monuments, his imagined “Captain Brown”
was “one of the noblest New England patriots” whose heroism recalled
“the times of the Stamp Act”-- and he might easily have said Lexington.
Vainly battling tuberculosis in Italy at the time of Brown’s capture and
execution, he wrote a public letter to his Boston congregation that
reminded his flock that violent sacrifice for liberty was not fanaticism
but a regional tradition. “Why [else] do we honor the Heroes of the
Revolution and build them monuments all over our blessed New
England?” he asked rhetorically. The Bunker Hill Monument, a structure
erected and interpreted by the region’s conservative elite, now stood in
Parker’s public imagination as a “great sermon in stone” to the
revolutionary spirit that Brown encapsulated. “Its lesson will not be in
vain,” he predicted.23
In proposing to ignite a slave insurrection in the South, moreover,
Brown’s plan had also promised to resurrect the black revolutionary
tradition that Parker had helped to preserve from cultural extinction.
Indeed, Parker’s initial agreement to raise money for Brown’s plan in
1858 occurred only a day after he delivered a powerful speech on
Crispus Attucks at a celebration of the Boston Massacre sponsored by
the city’s black abolitionists. Sharing the Faneuil Hall platform with
black activists William Nell and John Rock, Parker had predicted that
“slavery will not be exterminated at one blow, and…black men will do
of his evidence points to the role of revolutionary memory in motivating
resistance.
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their part.” While ultimately disappointed in the failure of Brown’s
scheme, Parker again used the past as a guide to predict a glorious future
for a biracial antislavery revolution. Just ahead, he predicted, was a
second Battle of Saratoga which would lift the sagging fortunes of the
friends of liberty and guide them to ultimate victory. “The victory over
Gen. Burgoyne more than made up for all the losses in many a previous
defeat,” he reminded his listeners. “It was the beginning of the end.”24
Revolutionary memory was the central means by which Theodore
Parker connected his activist identity to the larger regional community of
which he was a part. Believing that the burning embers of revolutionary
New England smoldered just beneath the placid surface of its daily life,
he used the physical artifacts that memorialized the landscape as allies in
his quest to build the fires of resistance. In a process that required the
re-imagination of these markers and the public dissemination of their
new meanings, moreover, he sought to mobilize and lead a radicalized
New England that initially existed at the level of his own imagination.
Nevertheless, as the region faced repeated crises in the 1850s that
necessitated the re-evaluation of its regional character, its culture may
have become more open to the reconstructions of memory that an activist
like Theodore Parker offered. After all, as an “imagined community” the
identity of a region like New England was inevitably the product of
ongoing cultural negotiations in which memory played a central role.25
Before his death in 1860, Parker made one final attempt to secure
his own connection to New England’s revolutionary past, present and
future.
Bequeathing his grandfather’s muskets to the State of
Massachusetts, he hoped that the sacred icons which had for years graced
the walls of his own study would now hang for generations in the state
house to remind the state’s leaders of their duties. As Gov. John A.
Andrew prepared to mobilize Massachusetts soldiers for a war that
would eventually realize Parker’s hopes for a second American
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Revolution, he presided over a small ceremony in which Parker’s
Lexington trophies were presented to the state legislature. Julia Ward
Howe, a longtime admirer and friend of Theodore Parker, was in the
State House gallery that day and briefly recorded the scene. “The
governor pressed the gun to his lips before handing it over to the official
guardian of such treasures,” she remembered. Even in his “parting gift,”
Parker hoped to remind his fellow New Englanders that, like them, he
was a brave man’s child.26
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